Abstract: The study of ellipsis, being a mismatch between form and meaning, has already proven to have consequences for our understanding of language in general, as it has helped us gain insights in other domains of the grammar. This paper focuses on one of these domains, namely the notion of Spell-Out and the theory of phases that has been developed within the Minimalist Program Ms. MIT). Several authors have been tempted to tie ellipsis to Phase Theory, as ellipsis would be non-pronunciation at PF instead of pronunciation. In other words, ellipsis is the flip coin of Spell-Out, and the two differ only at PF. Although attractive, this proposal will be pointed out to run into empirical problems with regards to extraction possibilities. The data suggest that the difference between ellipsis and non-ellipsis is not simply decided at PF, but in the syntax already. At the same time, however, this paper aims to maintain the intuition behind the link between ellipsis and phases. It explores the chunks of structure that are targeted by both operations as well as their triggers.
Introduction
Over forty years of ellipsis studies have made ellipsis into a hot topic in generative linguistics. Several different kinds of ellipsis have been distinguished, for instance, VP-ellipsis, sluicing, gapping, stripping, NP-ellipsis and many more. There has been much debate on the syntactic licensing of ellipsis, and on the recoverability of the antecedent. Studying silence is very much a topic in itself and it has proven an interesting one. This paper, however, will not address one specific elliptical phenomenon, or deal with the licensing or recoverability issues. Instead it focuses on the use of the gained insights on ellipsis for other domains in linguistics. Especially in recent years, it has become apparent that what we know about the elements that are missing in a sentence can be brought forward to support research on what is present. In other words, there are cases where ellipsis provides support for research in other domains of syntax, or other fields in linguistics and cognition. The current paper zooms in on one such case, namely the merits of ellipsis research in the domain of phase theory. We will explore an approach according to which ellipsis is the flipside of phasal spell-out, and a problem with this view. The potential solution to this problem has consequences for how we conceive phases.
Ellipsis and phases
The idea that a sentence is not built up in its entirety, but can be split up into different meaningful chunks of structure that together form the utterance, has been around for a while, and in his (2000, 2001, 2005) works Chomsky proposes to capture this intuition with the notion of phases: a clause consists of several derivational domains, headed by certain heads, which are called phase heads. After a phase head is merged, it sends its complement -the phasal domain -off to PF, for spell-out. At that point the domain becomes inaccessible for narrow syntax. This condition is known as the Phase Impenetrability Condition or PIC. Schematised this looks like (2), where Y is the phase head and XP is its phasal domain.
(1) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC, Chomsky 2000: 108) In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations.
(2) YP
Y X P PH
The PIC ensures that movement happens cyclically, i. e., a constituent cannot move up in one fell swoop, for instance from its base position in an embedded clause to the [Spec, CP] of the matrix clause, but needs to move through intermediate phase edges, i. e., the specifiers of the phase heads. Only this way can it avoid being sent to Spell-out already; hence, being frozen for syntactic operations (i. e., cyclic movement, Chomsky 2000 Chomsky , 2005 . However, this version of the PIC encountered some problems regarding, for instance, certain long-distance Agree operations.
1 Therefore a revised version was proposed (Chomsky 2001) . The revised version of the PIC, given in (3), alternatively states that a phasal domain is accessible to syntax until the next phase head is merged (Chomsky 2001) . In other words, merger of a phase head triggers the Spell-out of the domain of the previous phase head lower down, as illustrated in (4).
(3) Revised Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC2, Chomsky 2001: 12-14) Given phases ZP and HP, the domain of H is inaccessible to operations at ZP, only H and its edge are.
(4) ➔ Merger of Z sends XP off to PF, for Spell-out ➔ XP becomes inaccessible to syntactic operations
This revision has consequences for the analyses of several phenomena, but for the purposes of this introduction, I continue to apply the original version. The difference between the two will become relevant later on in the paper, however.
If phase theory implies that a certain part of the syntactic structure is sent to PF upon merger of a specific head, it is tempting to see ellipsis as a special kind of Spell-out, namely non-pronunciation. Several researchers have used the notion of phase to determine the domain targeted by ellipsis. Holmberg (2001) , and following him, Gengel (2007) , Yoshiba and Gallego (2008) , Gallego (2005 Gallego ( , 2009 Gallego ( , 2010 , Müller (2011) , Rouveret (2012) , Wurmbrand (2012b) , Harwood (2013 Harwood ( , 2015 , and Bošković (2014) for instance, have proposed that what is targeted by ellipsis is in fact always the phasal domain (traditionally the complement of the phase head, but according to some, the entire phase). This paper presents one way of uniting 1 One of the problems posed for PIC I is that in Icelandic existentials, the associate can appear post-verbally, deep inside the clause-internal phase, but still agree with T in the CP phase:
Tad mundu hafa verid keyptir einhverjir batar. there would have been bought some boats 'Some boats would have been bought. ' (Sigurdsson 1991: 353) Such Agree operations are only possible under the PIC II.
What ellipsis can do for phases phases and ellipsis, and one problem for which none of the proposals so far provides a straightforward solution, as far as I know.
The temptation of linking up ellipsis and phases lies in the fact that both ellipsis and phase theory affect the spell-out of certain domains and rely on the merger or presence of a specific trigger. For ellipsis this trigger is the licensing head (Zagona 1982 (Zagona , 1988 Lobeck 1995; Merchant 2001; Gergel 2006; Aelbrecht 2010; Johnson 2001 , among many others), while in phase theory the merger of a phase head sends off its complement to PF.
2 Suppose now that ellipsis licensors are in fact phase heads, as proposed by Gengel (2007) . This would lead to the scenario in (5): take XP to be a phasal domain, i. e., the complement of a phase head. When the phase head (PH) is merged, XP is sent to PF, where it has the choice of being pronounced or not. From that point on, XP is inaccessible to syntax, in accordance with the PIC.
non-pronunciation at PF = ellipsis … triggers This provides us with elegant approaches to VP-ellipsis and sluicing. For instance, one could say that VP-ellipsis always elides the VP, and that sluicing elides TP, exactly because these constituents are the complement to phase heads little v and C, respectively (see Gengel 2007 , Gallego 2009 .
According to this intuitive viewpoint ellipsis is the flipside of spell-out: a phasal domain is sent to PF after merger of the phase head, for either Spell-out or non-Spell-out. One advantage, pointed out by Gallego (2009) is that we only need to postulate one set of heads with an effect on Spell-out: phase heads. He says that the [E]-feature would be an intrinsic property of phase heads only, and that unlike for Merchant (2001 Merchant ( , 2004 there is no need to explain why not just any head can in principle bear an [E]-feature. 2 Or, in the case of the revised PIC, the higher phase head triggers the lower phase head to send its complement to PF. 3 Admittedly, this only moves the problem of determining which heads can bear an ellipsis feature and trigger ellipsis, as one still has to determine which heads exactly can act as phase heads. This is a question the current paper will not be able to address in full due to lack of space, but see Harwood (2013 Harwood ( , 2015 for an approach for determining phase heads.
If it is true that ellipsis and phasal Spell-out are two sides of the same coin, this might not only help forward research on ellipsis, it also gives us an extra tool to explore phasehood: if a constituent can be elided, it must be a phasal domain. In other words, work on ellipsis might give us additional insights into phases. For instance, it is widely known that NPs can be elided: (6) If the phases and ellipsis accounts are right, this provides arguments in favour of a DP phase (see also Gengel 2007 , Bošković 2013 .
Such a view on ellipsis and phases, though very attractive, poses some problems, however. A first problem is that ellipsis sites seem to differ depending on which elliptical phenomena are considered. For instance, VP-ellipsis (VPE) has been widely argued to elide vP (see Aelbrecht and Harwood 2013, however, for an alternative view), while British English do (see (7)a) would elide a smaller part of the verbal chunk, namely VP (Baltin 2007; Aelbrecht 2010); and Merchant (2008) argues that Pseudogapping (see (7)b) includes the Voice projection in its ellipsis site, unlike VPE, as the latter allows for Voice mismatches and the former does not. 4 (7) a. Luis will run the race and Nana will do [ VP run the race] too.
b. Pippa loves apples more than Lili does [ VoiceP love] pears.
If one wants to retain the phase view on ellipsis sites, one needs to adopt a variable view on phases as well. This has been proposed already by Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2005) , Den Dikken (2007) , Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen (2012), Wurmbrand (2012b) , Harwood (2013 Harwood ( , 2015 , and Bošković (2013 Bošković ( , 2014 for instance, who develop a dynamic phases account, and link this again to ellipsis. Therefore, this problem might not be so major after all. However, there is another problem. Although this intuition about ellipsis and phases would preferably be on the right track, Section 3 will show that it is unfortunately not as simple as it looks.
Extraction contrasts casting doubt
One problem with the phases and ellipsis account I address in more detail is the fact that there are extraction differences between ellipsis and non-ellipsis: some phrases that can move in non-ellipsis are not allowed to be extracted from the ellipsis site (i. e., a case of ellipsis bleeding movement). If ellipsis is simply the non-spell-out of a phasal domain, such differences are not expected: if it can move out of a phase in non-ellipsis, why can't it in ellipsis? I illustrate these extraction differences with data from Dutch modal complement ellipsis (MCE, see Aelbrecht 2010).
The data: Dutch MCE
Let us look at some examples. Dutch MCE is an elliptical phenomenon reminiscent of English VP-ellipsis: the infinitival complement of a modal verb can be elided, as in (8) . I thought that she had cried but she had not cried 'I thought she had cried, but she hadn't.' Aelbrecht (2010) applies several tests to these data to determine whether MCE involves deletion/non-pronunciation of syntactic structure, or rather a null proform. One of the tests involves extraction out of the ellipsis site: if an element can be extracted from an ellipsis site, there needs to be enough syntactic structure present to accommodate the base position of that element. If extraction is disallowed, the phenomenon is believed to involve a null proform, without internal structure. 5 However, applying this test to Dutch MCE leads to paradoxical results: object extraction is impossible out of the MCE ellipsis site, which suggests that the ellipsis site is a null proform. Subjects -even derived subjects, which originate in object position -on the other hand, can be extracted, which points towards a deletion analysis. Let us look at the data. The example in (9) illustrates that objects cannot be extracted out of an MCE ellipsis site:
(9) *Ik weet niet welke liedjes hij gespeeld heeft, maar I know not which songs he played has but ik herinner me wel welk I remember me PRT which liedje hij niet mocht. song he not was.allowed.to 'I don't know which songs he played, but I do remember which song he wasn't allowed to.' This suggests that MCE should be analysed with a null proform instead of the full modal complement. However, subject extraction out of the ellipsis site is acceptable: Aelbrecht (2010) provides arguments for the claim that the subject of modal verbs in Dutch is base-generated inside the modal complement and raises to the surface subject position. Moreover, as the examples in (10) show, (i) a. I don't know who she wanted to invite, but I sure remember who she shouldn't.
b. I don't know who she wanted to invite, but I sure remember who she shouldn't [invite t who ].
Null Complement Anaphora (NCA), on the other hand, do not permit extraction, and have been argued to involve a null proform instead of deleted structure (see Depiante 2000) . An example of NCA is given in (ii)a. The sentence in (ii)b shows that the object cannot be extracted from the ellipsis site, and (ii)c gives the structure with the null proform.
(ii) a. I asked him to play my favourite song, but he refused. Interpretation: … but he refused to play my favourite song b. *I don't remember which songs he played, but I do know which one he refused. c. *I don't remember which songs he played, but I do know which one he refused pro VP .
In short, extraction has been used as a test for syntactic structure under ellipsis: if an element can be extracted, the ellipsis site has to contain enough syntactic structure to host the trace or base copy; if extraction is impossible, the ellipsis site is believed to be a null proform instead.
What ellipsis can do for phases MCE is possible with unaccusative (10)a and passive (10)b complements as well, so this derived subject starts out inside the VP even, in the complement position of V and raises up to the surface subject position. This extraction is only possible if MCE involves deletion of a full-fledged syntactic structure, not a null proform. Summing up, Dutch MCE displays a paradox when we try to determine its analysis: the object extraction facts suggest that a null proform is involved, while the grammaticality of subject extraction requires a full-fledged syntactic ellipsis site. 7 Aelbrecht (2010) proposes that the latter approach is on the right track, and that the object extraction is banned for another reason. We explore that proposal in Section 3.2.
A way out of the paradox: Derivational ellipsis
Providing a solution to this puzzle, Aelbrecht (2010) argues that (i) ellipsis is licensed via an Agree relation with a licensing head that is not necessarily adjacent to the ellipsis site, and
(ii) ellipsis happens in the course of the derivation. This last point is crucial for the extraction data.
I present this analysis of ellipsis licensing here, focussing on the aspects used in the remainder of this paper. The details and further argumentation can be found in Aelbrecht (2010) . First of all, Aelbrecht follows the traditional view that ellipsis is licensed by a licensing head, see Zagona (1982 Zagona ( , 1988 , Lobeck (1993 Lobeck ( , 1995 , Johnson (2001) , Merchant (2001 Merchant ( , 2004 , and Gergel (2006) and many others (even though there are also approaches who contest this, cf. Chao 1987 and Thoms 2010) . Secondly, she adopts Merchant's (2001) [E]-feature, which is a feature occurring on the licensor that marks its complement for ellipsis, i. e., non-pronunciation at PF. This analysis implies that the ellipsis licensing head and the ellipsis site always stand in a head-complement relation to one another. However, Aelbrecht (2010) shows that this is not always the case: sometimes there can be material between the licensing head and the ellipsis site. Therefore she proposes ellipsis licensing to be the result of an Agree relation between the licensing head and the [E]-feature. In other words, Merchant's approach is slightly adapted so that the licensor and the ellipsis site do not have to be adjacent. [E] bears an uninterpretable feature, so that its occurrence in a sentence -and hence the ellipsis it causes -is only allowed if it can establish a checking relation with the ellipsis licensing head.
8 For example, if L, an element of category F, is the licensor of a certain elliptical construction and X is the head bearing the [E]-feature, this yields the abstract representation of an elliptical sentence in (11).
9
8 For details on the exact relationship between the [E]-feature and the uninterpretable [F] on the head dominating the ellipsis site, I refer the reader to Aelbrecht (2010) . She adopt a more complex feature structure for E, based on the ellipsis feature proposed in Merchant (2001) , with a similar though further developed syntax, semantics and phonology, but for reasons of space we cannot discuss this structure in detail. 9 Note that this particular Agree mechanism is established the opposite way of what is standardly assumed in Minimalism: here, the probe with the uninterpretables feature looks up to find its matching interpretable feature in the licensor higher up. Aelbrecht (2010) is not the first to propose this reversed directionality for Agree relations. Zeijlstra (2008 Zeijlstra ( , 2012 also argues for such a view on Agree on the basis of multiple dependencies. He discusses cases of Negative Concord (NC), a phenomenon where several formally negative elements express only one semantic negation, and this upward Agree is further developed in Bjorkman and Zeijlstra (under review), Bjorkman (2011), and Wurmbrand (2012a) . Moreover, a similar reasoning had already been explored in Neeleman and van de Koot (2002) , Adger (2003), and Von Stechow (2005) . See Aelbrecht (2010) for more details and an argument based on Hornstein et al. (2005) involving multiple Agree. Although I do not necessarily assume that all instantiations of Agree have the interpretable feature c-command the uninterpretable one, there are reasons to believe that Agree in general,
So far for the first part of the analysis. What is important is that this system allows the licensor and the ellipsis site to be non-adjacent. The exact technical implementations of it, namely the fact that it involves an Agree relation or the specifics of the [E]-feature are not important, and in fact, are something that we will try and revise later.
The second part of the analysis is the more crucial part: ellipsis happens derivationally. As soon as the licensor is merged and has checked the [E]-feature, the ellipsis site is sent to PF for non-pronunciation (see Aelbrecht 2010) . At that point, the ellipsis site becomes unavailable for any syntactic operations (or at least all overt ones, if one makes a distinction between overt and covert movement). (12) Step 1: merger of [E] Step 2: the licensor Agrees with [E] + ellipsis
ellipsis: the ellipsis site YP is inaccessible
and the Agree relation involved in ellipsis in particular, can deviate from the standardly assumed directionality of Agree in having an element bearing an uninterpretable feature probing upwards in the tree.
Step 3: the rest of the derivation
This solves the extraction problem we saw with Dutch MCE: an element can move out of the ellipsis site YP until the licensor is introduced into the structure, but not after that. In other words, anything that can escape ellipsis must have moved to a position outside of the ellipsis site before merger of the licensor. That means that only phrases that move to a -final or intermediate -landing site between the ellipsis site and the licensor can be extracted out of the ellipsis site.
10 As soon as the licensor is merged, the ellipsis site is sent to PF and is therefore frozen for (overt) movement. Let us quickly revisit Dutch MCE and see how this system can be applied to it. Because this phenomenon only occurs in the presence of root modals in Dutch, Aelbrecht (2010) claims that these modals are the licensing heads. In other words, the [E] for Dutch MCE needs to check its uninterpretable feature against a root modal head. For reasons I will not go into here, Aelbrecht argues that the complement of Dutch modals are TPs, and that MCE does not elide the whole TP, but only the complement of the T head. This implies that [E] sits on T in the complement of the modal. The ellipsis mechanism applied to MCE in an abstract tree structure is depicted in (13): in (13)a we see the TP-complement of a modal, with a transitive embedded verb phrase and T -to the right of its complement in Dutch -bearing the [E]-feature. The subject moves to the embedded [Spec,TP], on its way to the surface subject position. In the following step in (13)b the root modal is merged into the structure. At this point the [E]-feature on T is checked and T's complement is sent to PF and hence, it is frozen for syntactic operations. Given that the subject is not contained in the ellipsis site, it survives, while the rest of the complement is elided. The object does not have an escape position between the ellipsis site and the modal, and is therefore always elided. This captures the ban on object extraction and the grammaticality of subject extraction in Dutch MCE (see Aelbrecht 2010 for details and argumentation). 
Back to phases and ellipsis
This derivational account of ellipsis is of course reminiscent of the proposal made by Holmberg (2001) , Gengel (2007) , Yoshiba and Gallego (2008) , Gallego (2009 Gallego ( , 2010 and several others mentioned above that takes ellipsis to be the flipside of phasal Spell-out: if ellipsis -shipping something off to PF for nonpronunciation -occurs during the derivation, it seems logical and intuitive that ellipsis targets exactly these chunks of the structure that are sent to PF at certain points anyway, namely phasal domains. Combining their proposal and mine is easy: the [E]-feature always occurs on phase heads. Moreover, we adopt the revised PIC, which allows for material between the phase head and the phasal domain it sends to PF (i. e., the domain of the phase head lower down). However, if we do that, we miss something crucial in the data. Recall that object extraction was impossible in Dutch MCE. The relevant example is repeated in (14).
(14) *Ik weet niet welke liedjes hij gespeeld heeft, maar ik I know not which songs he played has but I herinner me wel welk liedje remember me PRT which song hij niet mocht. he not was.allowed.to 'I don't know which songs he played, but I do remember which song he wasn't allowed to.' Crucially, the sentence is perfectly acceptable without ellipsis: the object can move to [Spec,CP] just like in any other wh-clause in the non-elliptical counterpart of these sentences:
(15) Ik weet niet welke liedjes hij gespeeld heeft, maar I know not which songs he played has but ik herinner me wel welk liedje I remember me PRT which song hij niet mocht t welk liedje spelen. he not was.allowed.to play 'I don't know which songs he played, but I do remember which song he wasn't allowed to.'
In other words, the wh-movement that seems to be impossible under ellipsis is fine when the relevant part of the structure is pronounced. Crucially, these data illustrate that there can be a contrast between ellipsis and non-ellipsis in opacity for extraction: a wh-object can move to [Spec,CP] in a non-elliptical sentence, but it cannot in its elliptical counterpart. If ellipsis is nothing but the flipside of phasal spell-out, that is, if ellipsis and cyclic Spell-out are instantiations of the exact same process involving phases, these data remain unexplained.
11
So although ellipsis and phases seem to be closely linked, it is not the case that whenever the appropriate domain is sent off to Spell-out, there is a choice between pronunciation or non-pronunciation. In non-elliptical sentences, all elements that need to undergo further operations move to the phase edgethe escape hatch -before the phasal domain is sent to PF. In an elliptical construction with limited extraction such as MCE, on the other hand, ellipsisi. e., sending part of the structure off to PF, thereby freezing it for narrow syntax -does not allow for such an escape hatch. In other words, the difference between ellipsis and non-ellipsis is not simply decided at PF; there is a difference in the syntax.
11 Bošković (2014) proposes an alternative solution for the extraction restrictions out of an ellipsis site, while still maintaining the link between ellipsis and phase theory. He postulates a dynamic approach to phases where it is either the entire phase or the complement of the phase head that is sent to PF, and argues that A'-extraction out of an ellipsis site is only possible in the latter case. Note, however, that this idea actually loses the intuition that ties ellipsis to phasal Spell-out if there is an arbitrary choice between targeting the entire phase or the phasal complement; and Bošković does not provide any justification as to why ellipsis should be constrained to these two domains.
What ellipsis can do for phases Aelbrecht (2010) argues that ellipsis occurs when the ellipsis licensing head is merged, while sending off a phasal domain to PF happens when the next phase head is introduced into the structure. 12 The derivational schemas in (16) and (17) show that in ellipsis there is an additional point at which a part of the structure is sent to PF, namely when the licensor is merged. Summing up, although it is tempting to draw a parallel between phases and ellipsis, an important implication of the extraction contrast is that the ellipsis site cannot automatically be the same as the phasal domain, or, better, that ellipsis is not just a side-product of phases, otherwise there would not be any movement differences between spell-out and non-spell-out.
However, the intuition behind the phases and ellipsis approach is worth giving another chance: the next section explores whether it is possible to rescue this view while at the same time capturing the extraction problem. If both 12 She does not exclude that an ellipsis licensor can be a phase head in certain cases. 13 Note that it is possible to have multiple occasions where the structure branches off to LF as well. 14 By indicating the result of ellipsis at PF as non-pron(unciation), I do not mean that that part of the structure is not pronounced at that point. This notation only indicates that an ellipsis site is marked for ellipsis, i.e., lexical insertion is prevented. 15 It is important to note that ellipsis must override 'Spell-out' (see also Müller 2011) . E.g. in the case of sluicing, where TP remains unpronounced, the embedded clause-internal phasal domain (or even a complement clause further down) was already sent to PF for Spell-out, but the command ellipsis triggers of not pronouncing -i. e., the non-insertion of lexical itemsoverrules the previous lexical insertion. ellipsis and phases affect Spell-out, maybe they both target the same chunks of syntactic structure, but not automatically with the same trigger.
4 One step beyond: Same chunk, not always same trigger?
We have seen that an approach to ellipsis as the flipside of Spell-out at PF cannot account for the movement differences found between ellipsis and nonellipsis: for one and the same chunk of the structure, which has been sent to PF by one and the same head, it cannot be the case that the choice between pronunciation and non-pronunciation is always only made at PF. But is there a way in which we can modify the 'ellipsis and phases' approach to make it work, and still keep the intuitive advantage? In this section I speculate about a potential link between ellipsis and phases, although I admit that many things are left to be worked out properly. In a nutshell, I propose the following:
(18) a. Phasal Spell-out and ellipsis target the same chunk, namely the entire phase. b. Phasal Spell-out and ellipsis do not always have the same trigger. c. Phasal Spell-out and ellipsis operate through the same mechanism, Agree.
The system for ellipsis licensing proposed by Aelbrecht (2010) is very close to how Phase Theory works: ellipsis occurs upon merger of a licensing head, which triggers a lower constituent (the ellipsis site) to be sent to PF (for nonpronunciation). This is reminiscent of the (revised) Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2001) : merger of the next phase head into the structure triggers transfer to PF of the lower phasal domain. This is clear from the abstract structures for phasal spell-out and ellipsis we arrived at earlier. According to Aelbrecht (2010) merger of the licensor establishes an Agree relation with an [E]-feature on a lower head, which triggers the complement of this head to be sent to PF marked for non-pronunciation, see (19)a. In (19)b we see that, according to the revised PIC, merger of a phase head triggers the complement of a lower phase head to be sent to PF. 16 16 Note that the structure for the first PIC looks more like the original ellipsis licensing: according to that PIC, merger of a phase head triggers phasal transfer of its complement; and There are two points I want to discuss with regards to these structures. A first point has to do with the fact that in (21) both the targeted chunks of the structure are the complements of a certain head; and the second point involves the mechanism that is used to trigger the operations. I start with the first issue.
The target
An intuitive advantage to the 'phases and ellipsis' approaches is that ellipsis targets the chunks of structure that are considered the domains sent to Spell-Out anyway at certain points in the derivation. It would be nice if we could keep that idea in the analysis. For instance, both ellipsis and phase theory could target the complement of the phase head. However, this implies that the phase edge would always be available for the necessary extractions out of the phasal domain, both in spell-out and ellipsis, which means we cannot capture the extraction contrast between the two. Therefore I adopt the view, explored by several people, that phasal spell out affects the entire phase, not just the complement of the phase head (Holmberg 1999 (Holmberg , 2001 Fox and Pesetsky 2005; Richards 2007 Richards , 2010 Fowlie 2010; Wurmbrand 2012b, to appear; Harwood 2013; Bošković2014) .
A thorn in the side of phase theory has always been the fact that it is not the whole phase that is sent to PF, but only the complement of the phase head. Several linguists have therefore explored the option of sending the entire phase to PF. The disadvantage of this view is that it seems to deprive us of an escape hatch. However, whilst it is empirically obvious why we need this escape hatch, it has always been a conceptually flawed stipulation. Fox and Pesetsky (2005) and Fowlie (2010) provide an elegant solution to this issue: they argue that under the standard Merchant-inspired view on ellipsis licensing the licensing head triggers ellipsis of its complement. merger of a phase head does trigger the complete lower phase, including the phase edge, to be sent to PF. All elements that still have features to be checked, which are by that point already situated in the phase edge of the lower phase, will move up to the higher phase edge before that, and the reason for this is linearization. 17 Completion of a phase entails that the linear order of the elements is set in this specific way, and therefore elements that have to undergo further movement have to make sure that they precede all other elements in their original phase. If not, the linearization rules for the sentence will be contradictory. Thus, elements move from phase edge to phase edge when the next phase head is merged, to avoid premature Spell-out. We will see below that certain kinds of ellipsis send the phase to PF (for non-pronunciation) before the elements have moved to the higher phase head, and hence, cannot be extracted.
Let us look at a simple wh-question:
(20) What did Barney say that Robin ate t what ?
What originates in the complement position of the VP, so within the most embedded phase, and it needs to end up preceding all other words at linearization. In the simplified structure in (21), it first moves to the phase edge -let us say that is [Spec,vP] -so that the linearization of the elements in this phase is what > Robin > ate. 
V t what ate
When the next phase head C is merged, what is attracted to its edge (because it still has not reached its final landing site and checked its features) and the lower phase vP as a whole is sent to PF. Again, what precedes all other elements in the new linearization rule (see (22)). If what had not moved to the phase edge at this point, it would follow that and Robin in the new linearization rule. This already contradicts the first linearization rule, according to which what precedes Robin, and would also get the wrong linearization at the end of the derivation, because the wh-word what is supposed to precede that (and all other lexical items that are still to be merged). In other words, if what does not move to the phase edge, the derivation will generate contradictory linearization rules. (22) CP
The same happens in the matrix clause: what moves to the specifier of the matrix vP, and then finally to its surface position, to ensure that in no linearization rule what follows the other elements and a contradiction occurs. 18, 19 The crucial point of this account that I want to use here is the fact that the whole phase is sent to Spell-out, including what we call the phase edge, and not just the complement of the phase head. 20 If we view phases in this way, we can re-establish the link between phases and ellipsis.
18 See Fox and Pesetsky (2005) for a more thorough and in-depth discussion.
19 This movement of the object is impossible under MCE, as the ellipsis licensing modal is merged and triggers ellipsis before the object has had a chance to move out of the lower phase. The ellipsis licenser does not provide an automatic escape hatch, unlike phase heads. See Aelbrecht (2010) for details. 20 Other solutions are of course possible for full phasal spell-out and the issue of the escape hatch. The exact implementation is not the main focus of this paper.
The trigger
If we look at the two structures above, it is striking that both operations are triggered by merger of a certain head into the structure. It is tempting to consider the triggering mechanism to be the same. A difference is that in ellipsis, there is an Agree relationship between the licensor and the head selecting the ellipsis site (according to Aelbrecht 2010 at least), while there seems to be no such relationship between the phase heads in Phase Theory. However, Svenonius (2004) discusses a potential view on phases and the trigger for spell-out that is very similar to what we see here for ellipsis. According to this view, "a phase is spelled out when all uninterpretable features on its head are checked. For example, if a phase head H has uninterpretable features then HP will not have a coherent interpretation at one or the other interface. Assume that some higher head Z merges and values those features, allowing HP to be spelled out; call Z the trigger. If the trigger also has features that attract XP out of HP, then by assumption this occurs simultaneously with the checking of features on HP, and extraction is possible." (Svenonius 2004 : 264, section 4 -my emphasis)
Svenonius uses the revised PIC combined with an Agree relationship between the phase heads: merger of the higher phase head allows it to check the uninterpretable features on the lower phase head, which triggers the lower phase to be sent to spell-out. 21 The higher phase head can also come with extra features to at the same time check and attract an XP in the lower phase, thereby allowing for extraction.
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This checking of the features on a phase head could be parallel to the checking in ellipsis. In both cases, sending a chunk of structure to PF is triggered by an Agree relation. As we have seen, the problem with the 'phases and ellipsis' approach presented above was that the trigger can not always be 21 Note that under this analysis too, it is the whole phase that is sent to Spell-Out, not only the complement of the phase head. An important point that Svenonius makes is that both phase heads have uninterpretable features, which are checked against one another: it is because of an uninterpretable feature on the higher phase head that this head looks down, to check it on the lower phase head, and at the same time checks an uninterpretable feature there. If the lower phase head indeed also checks a feature on the higher one, this raises the question, however, of which uninterpretable feature is checked on the higher phase head when the next phase head up is merged. There must be a specific feature on each phase head that can only be checked by the next phase head up. It remains unclear what these features could be and how exactly this system can work. A lot of this is still speculative. 22 It is unclear at this point whether these features are specific features, or some sort of edge features, though.
What ellipsis can do for phases the same, because the timing of the PF transfer should sometimes differ in order to capture the extraction contrast. But the chunk of structure could very well be the same in both cases, as I tentatively proposed above, and following Svenonius, both could be triggered by an Agree relationship. In short, both ellipsis and phasal spell-out could be targeting the same chunk, and be triggered by the same mechanism, just not always by the same trigger.
5 Pushing it even further?
The same feature
The proposal so far has both ellipsis and phases target the same chunk, namely the entire phase, and the mechanism is in both cases Agree, but the trigger can differ: it is usually the next phase head that sends off the lower phase to PF, but in some ellipses it is a non-phase head that establishes the Agree relationship and marks the phase for non-pronunciation. Let us now see whether we can push the common elements between ellipsis and phases even further. Suppose that it is even the same feature that is checked. This expands the original proposal:
(23) a. Phasal Spell-out and ellipsis target the same chunk, namely the entire phase. b. Phasal Spell-out and ellipsis do not always have the same trigger. c. Phasal Spell-out and ellipsis operate through the same mechanism, Agree, and value the same feature(s), but with a different value.
That implies that the feature checked in ellipsis is not necessarily an [E]-feature specific for ellipsis. Let us tentatively assume the following:
(24) a. Each phase head bears a phase-specific feature F. 23 Once this feature is valued, the phase is sent to PF (following Svenonius 2004). b. F can be valued by the higher phase head, for "spell-out". However, phase heads can also act as ellipsis licensors, in which case the value they assign to F is "ellipsis".
c. Only phase heads can assign value "spell-out", but some ellipses are not licensed by a phase head, but by a non-phase head: this head can value F as well, but only for "ellipsis".
In other words, phasal (non-)spell-out is triggered by the valuation of a phasespecific feature by the higher phase head (which thus acts as the ellipsis licensor), but some ellipses have an ellipsis licensor that is not a phase head, a head that can also check the feature of a lower phase head and trigger nonspell-out of the phase. Ellipsis thus targets the same chunk as phase theory, and checks the same feature. The (potential) difference between the two is the head doing the valuation, and therefore the timing of when the chunk is sent off. This will prove important in ellipses with limited extraction.
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We now explore how this proposal would work technically. Let us first consider phasal spell-out. Take Z and X to be phase heads. The unvalued phase-specific feature on X -which we come back to later -is F and can be valued for spell-out (SO) by Z. When this happens, XP is sent to PF.
In ellipses without limited extraction, such as English VPE and sluicing, the phase head acts as a licensor (see later): the feature F on X is valued by Z, just as 24 The present proposal might at first sight seem like a step towards a system without an [E]-feature (Merchant, 2001 ), but in fact, it is not. Under this account there is no feature specific for ellipsis, as the same feature also triggers phasal Spell-out, but there still has to be a value of this feature that is specific to ellipsis, that marks a constituent for non-pronunciation rather than pronunciation. Although the [E]-feature -or in this case an [E]-value -has its merits and gives us a way of providing unified analyses for different elliptical phenomena, it is not something we ultimately want to keep in the system. There must be some deeper connection between the element that seems to have to be present for ellipsis to happen (what we call the licensing head) and the chunk of the structure that remains unpronounced. See Thoms (2010 Thoms ( , 2012 for a view on ellipsis licensing without an [E]-feature, and without a licensing head. in (25), but the value is 'non-spell-out/ellipsis'. Since the phase head can attract all unsatisfied elements to its edge (see Svenonius 2004) , the extraction possibilities are the same irrespective of whether the chunk is pronounced or not. In ellipses with limited extraction, such as Dutch MCE (and British English do), on the other hand, the feature F on X is valued by a head different from the next phase head. This head, the licensor L, has only value "ellipsis" to assign to F and lacks the extra feature(s) that a phase head has to allow for extraction (as it is not a phase head). That implies that the only extraction that is possible is movement triggered by features between the ellipsis site and the licensor. The phase head higher up only has the value "spell-out" to assign in this case, so that if there is no licensing head present in the structure, no ellipsis occurs. If phases are indeed sent to PF when the higher phase head checks a feature on the lower phase head, then what we should start looking into is the relation between phase heads. Naturally, this relies on research about what determines a phase and a phase head, on a conceptual level. Also, one needs to look into ellipsis licensors and their relation with the ellipsis sites, and whether ellipsis sites can always be considered phases. 25 If the idea that the same feature is involved in both ellipsis and phasal Spell-Out, we can unify these two operations with an effect on the PF side of the derivation even more. Moreover, exploring this idea might give us an initial step to take: looking at the relationship between phase heads might prove useful even if it turns out the 'same feature' proposal is not feasible after all.
Implementation
Up until now this proposal has remained rather abstract, so that the next logical step is to apply it to the actual clausal structure. It has been argued already that the clause is divided into several layers: a predicate or thematic part, a referential layer, which places the property expressed by the predicate in space and time, and an information-structural layer. Roughly, these correspond to the VP layer (plus some functional projections), the TP (or FinP) layer and the CP layer (see also Grohmann 2003 , who calls them prolific domains). If we want to say these chunks of structure correspond to phases, we would actually have three phases in a clause (see also Fowlie 2010) . In that case we would follow Branigan (2005) , Lopez (2009), Richards (2010) , and Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen (2012) for instance, who argue that FinP is a phase as well, and that it corresponds to the referential layer of the clause. In other words, there are three phases in the clause: the thematic or predicational phase, which contains the core elements of the utterance (i. e., the predicate and its arguments), the FinP phase, which places this predicate in time and space and gives it referential value, and finally the CP phase, corresponding to clause-typing and information structure.
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25 With NP ellipsis, this is already a bit harder to argue, as people have proposed that DPs are phases, not NPs, but DPs cannot be elided. Therefore NP-ellipsis poses another problem for the phasal ellipsis idea explored here. Reasons of space prevent me from going into this issue further, but as noted by an anonymous reviewer, this should be expanded upon. 26 Note that the exact size of what is contained in which domain or phase might be languagespecific to a certain extent. For instance, Harwood (2013) argues that the predicational layer in English reaches as far as the progressive projections, but that in Dutch the perfect projections might be included in it as well. Moreover, with a split CP domain as in Rizzi (1997) , the left periphery of the clause does not Suppose now that the highest head of each of these chunks has to establish a relationship with the highest head of the chunk below it, to connect the chunks to each other. Thus, Fin has to establish a relationship with v, 27 by checking a certain feature F on v, perhaps a feature having to do with its referentiality. Once this relationship is established, the thematic phase can be sent to PF. And in turn, the highest C head -Force for instance -will have to establish a relationship with Fin, checking another feature F', and sends off the referential phase to PF.
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Let us apply this to different kinds of ellipsis. For English VPE, this would mean that we can in fact stick to the phases and ellipsis approach: suppose that VPE is licensed by the Fin head, and it is the predicate phase that is left unpronounced (see Harwood 2013; Aelbrecht and Harwood 2013) . The same chunk of structure is indeed sent off to PF by the same trigger in ellipsis and non-ellipsis, and it can either be pronounced or not pronounced (in the presence of a salient antecedent). Such an approach predicts no differences in extraction possibilities between VPE and the non-elliptical counterpart, which is what we find. This is schematized in the structure in (30), here taking the ellipsis site to be vP for simplicity's sake (but see Aelbrecht and Harwood 2013 for a different view based on a more elaborate auxiliary system). simply have a single C head that is the phase head. One needs to reconsider which head in this layer acts as phase head (and in which language). 27 Or as Aelbrecht and Harwood (2013) claim, v prog , as they argue that the predicational phase includes the progressive projections. See also Harwood (2013 Harwood ( , 2014 Harwood ( , 2015 and many others for a divide between the progressive layer and the other aspectual projections (Perfect). 28 A valid question asked by an anonymous reviewer is how the highest C head gets spelled out. This issue has been at the heart of many a discussion on phasal Spell-Out, whether one spells out the entire phase or only the phasal domain. If the entire phase is spelled out, as in For languages without VPE, one could say that their Fin head is a phase head as well, but not a licensor: it can only assign the value "spell-out" to the feature on v.
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A similar relationship between the information-structural layer and the referential layer could allow for sluicing and other kinds of FinP ellipsis. FinP ellipsis would then be licensed by an Agree relationship with the C head and leave the referential phase unpronounced. Again here, the same chunk of structure is sent to PF by the same trigger in ellipsis and non-ellipsis and there are no extraction differences. This feature F' would have to be a different one from the feature F that Fin itself values on the v phase head lower down. I tentatively suggested earlier that maybe these features to be valued on Fin by C and on v by Fin are clause-typing/ information-structural and referential/deictic, respectively. However, for the time being, I remain vague about what these features are. The two ellipses discussed above both have no extraction contrast between ellipsis and non-ellipsis. As for kinds of ellipsis that do exhibit such an extraction contrast, the licensor -i. e., the head assigning the value "ellipsis" to feature F -cannot be the next phase head (unlike for sluicing and VPE). It has to be a head that can establish the necessary relationship with the lower Richards (2010) , Fox and Pesetsky (2005) , Boskovic (2014), and Harwood (2014 Harwood ( , 2015 , these authors have to assume that the highest phase (including the highest C head) gets spelled out when there is no other structure left in the numeration to merge. How exactly this is done is still open for discussion and needs to be addressed especially under the approach that Spell-Out is triggered by an Agree relationship. Alternatively, Rizzi (2005) argues the highest C head does not actually gets spelled out, but is left stranded in the syntax. 29 Of course, this does not explain the limited distribution of VPE across the world's languages; it merely describes it. phase head as well, before the higher phase head is merged. For instance, in MCE, the modal is the licensing head and establishes a relationship with the thematic layer of the embedded clause in the absence of the Fin phase head (as the complement of a modal is TP). 30 Since Mod is not a phase head, elements needing to move to a higher position for feature checking have not yet raised to a phase edge to escape ellipsis. This explains the limited extraction out of the ellipsis site. In non-ellipsis (in the absence of a root modal, or in the case where the modal complement is simply spelled out), it is the higher phase head (Matrix Fin) that establishes the relationship, and values the feature on v for Spell-out.
In this case, all extraction is allowed, as the chunk is sent to PF at a later point in the derivation. 30 Note that this might not be entirely compatible with Aelbrecht's (2010) analysis of Dutch MCE as it stands. In her analysis, it is indeed a projection lower than TP that is elided, but it looks like the non-finite perfect auxiliary is included in the ellipsis site as well. This might be problematic, since the perfect projection is not generally considered to be part of the thematic phase in English (see Aelbrecht and Harwood 2013) . However, Bošković (2014) and Harwood (2013) argue that the perfect projection may very well be part of the thematic phase in Dutch. 31 A slightly different way of looking at this could be to claim that it normally is a property of phase heads only to value the feature F on the lower phase head, and that this value is automatically either «spell-out» or «ellipsis». Languages differ, however, in having so-called defective phase heads that can only assign value «spell-out». For instance, in Dutch, French, Italian and the many other languages that do not allow for VP-ellipsis, their Fin phase head is defective, and the thematic phase cannot be left unpronounced. In (some of) these languages, however, the root modals, which are non-phase heads, can assign value «ellipsis» to the thematic phase.
Of course, this proposal is merely a suggestion of how the phasal ellipsis approach could be implemented while at the same time capturing the limited extraction data in certain ellipses. In order to work out this idea, we need to look at both phases and phase heads, and ellipsis sites and licensors. Then we can investigate the relationship between the different structural chunks, or phases, and determine how this relationship should be captured in a formal way. I defer this to future research. A pressing issue for the account developed here is how to regulate which heads are licensors apart from the phase heads. How is this determined? What makes a certain head bear a feature such that it can trigger ellipsis? Why is that possible in one environment or in one language and not in another? Furthermore, there are all the issues with the specific ellipsis cases, and many other questions remain. But this proposal might take the discussion on both phases and ellipsis licensing along a different path.
Conclusion
Summing up, I have shown in this paper that ellipsis, while being an interesting topic in itself, can also provide us with important insights on the architecture of the grammar in general, and especially on the link between syntax and PF. More specifically, I have discussed the intuitively attractive approach that throws ellipsis in with phases. Although the extraction contrast presents this account with a serious problem, I have tried to save the ellipsis and phases account, by proposing that ellipsis and phases target the same chunk of structure, namely the entire phase, and that the mechanism involved in both cases is an Agree relationship. The extraction contrast we find in certain ellipses forces us to assume, though, that it is not always phase heads that trigger the ellipsis, that send off the lower phase to PF for non-pronunciation. There are other heads as well that can act as licensors. I also speculated that perhaps these different triggers value the same feature on the lower phase head. If the link between phases and ellipsis can be restored, both domains benefit from research done in the other domain as well.
